YOU are invited to the Your Voice is Power coding competition!

Learn entrepreneurship, computer science, and social justice by remixing Pharrell’s song, Entrepreneur, on Georgia Tech’s EarSketch platform!

**GRAND PRIZE**

- $5,000
  - 2 students will win a $5,000 scholarship or grant to start a business
- $1,000
  - An educator will receive $1,000 for above and beyond instruction
  - + 4 Finalists win a $200 Amazon Gift Card
  - + 10 Semi-Finalists will win a $25 Amazon Gift Card!

**TIMELINE**

**SUBMISSIONS**

- OPENS: OCTOBER 4, 2021
- CLOSES: DECEMBER 17, 2021

**GRAND PRIZE**

- ANNOUNCED BY FEBRUARY 2022

**GET STARTED**

[www.yourvoiceispower.ca](http://www.yourvoiceispower.ca)

Make beats. Learn code. Promote equity.